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1. INTRODUCTION {#men12748-sec-0001}
===============

Testing genetic variants for Hardy--Weinberg proportions (HWP) is an important part of many genetic studies. Genetic markers are, in general, in the absence of disturbing forces, expected to have genotype frequencies that correspond to HWP. Hardy--Weinberg proportions are often assumed in, among others, basic models in genetic epidemiology (e.g., the alleles test (Laird & Lange, [2011](#men12748-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"})), in relatedness estimation by maximum likelihood (Thompson, [1975](#men12748-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}), and in calculations in forensic genetics (Evett & Weir, [1998](#men12748-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). In modern association studies, genetic variants are tested for equilibrium with exact procedures on a genomewide scale, mainly for quality control purposes with the aim of identifying variants susceptible to genotyping errors. Inference on HWP for the X chromosome is complicated by the fact that males have only one copy. Until recently, Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium on the X chromosome has therefore been tested using females only. In recent work (Graffelman & Weir, [2016](#men12748-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}), we proposed a modification of the exact test for Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium for bi‐allelic X‐chromosomal variants and designed an exact procedure that simultaneously tests for Hardy---Weinberg proportions in females and equality of allele frequencies (EAF) in the sexes. In subsequent work, we also proposed statistical procedures that account for gender when testing for HWP at bi‐allelic autosomal variants (Graffelman & Weir, [2017](#men12748-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). The number of polymorphisms used in modern genetic studies has increased tremendously over the years, and consequently, more multi‐allelic variants such as indels and microsatellites have been discovered. HWP tests for multi‐allelic variants have been studied by several authors. The classical result stems from Levene ([1949](#men12748-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}), who proposed an exact test for HWP of multi‐allelic variants. Chapco ([1976](#men12748-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}) considered an alternative exact test for the bi‐ and tri‐allelic case, based on the idea of Edwards and Cannings ([1969](#men12748-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}) of distinguishing male and female gametes. A computer‐intensive complete enumeration algorithm for Levene\'s multi‐allelic exact test was given by Louis and Dempster ([1987](#men12748-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). Computationally more efficient algorithms for determining the *p*‐value of the multi‐allelic exact tests have been developed by Guo and Thompson ([1992](#men12748-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}) who used both a permutation and a Markov chain approach. Huber, Chen, Dinwoodie, Dobra, and Nicholas ([2006](#men12748-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}) proposed a method for faster generation of permuted data sets. Engels ([2009](#men12748-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}) achieved speed improvements in exact calculations using network algorithms. However, multi‐allelic exact test procedures that account for gender, both for the X chromosome and for the autosomes, are currently not available. In this contribution, we give the extension of our previous results (Graffelman & Weir, [2016](#men12748-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [2017](#men12748-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}) for the case of multiple alleles. We propose an exact procedure that is a straightforward extension of the probability density given by Levene ([1949](#men12748-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section [2](#men12748-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"}, we derive the multi‐allelic exact tests that account for gender. In Section [2.1](#men12748-sec-0003){ref-type="sec"}, we discuss a small artificial example to illustrate the calculations with complete enumeration for the tri‐allelic case. We use permutation methods for estimating exact *p*‐values for variants with larger numbers of alleles. Section [2.2](#men12748-sec-0004){ref-type="sec"} gives some empirical examples with tri‐ and multi‐allelic indels and SNVs taken from the 1,000 Genomes project (The 1000 Genomes project Consortium, [2015](#men12748-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). A discussion (Section [2.3](#men12748-sec-0005){ref-type="sec"}) finishes the study.

2. THEORY {#men12748-sec-0002}
=========

We briefly review multi‐allelic autosomal exact inference as developed by Levene ([1949](#men12748-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) and proceed to derive the probability densities that account for gender for both autosomal and X‐chromosomal variants. We consider a variant with *k* alleles *a* ~1~, *a* ~2~, ..., *a* ~*k*~, and let *n* ~*i*~ represent the total sample count of the *i*th allele, with *i* = 1, ..., *k*. If the sexes are not distinguished, we use *n* ~*ij*~ with *i* ≥ *j* to refer to the total number of *a* ~*i*~ *a* ~*j*~ genotypes, including males and females. Thus, *n* ~*ii*~ refers to a homozygote *a* ~*i*~ *a* ~*i*~, whereas *n* ~*ij*~ with *i* \> *j* refers to a heterozygote *a* ~*i*~ *a* ~*j*~. We generally represent the data in a lower triangular matrix as shown in Table [1](#men12748-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

###### 

Lower triangular matrix layout for autosomal genotype counts
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We let *n* represent the sample size (number of individuals) and *n* ~*t*~ the total number of alleles, with *n* ~*t*~ = 2*n* in the autosomal case.

For X‐chromosomal exact procedures that distinguish gender, we let *n* ~*mi*~ be the observed number of hemizygous males with genotype *a* ~*i*~, such that the number of males *n* ~*m*~ is given by $n_{m} = \sum_{i = 1}^{k}n_{\mathit{mi}}$, and we use *n* ~*fij*~ to represent the female genotype counts. The total sample size is given by *n* = *n* ~*m*~ + *n* ~*f*~, and the total number of alleles is given by *n* ~*t*~ = *n* ~*m*~ + 2*n* ~*f*~. The data are now represented by a vector for males, and a triangular matrix for females, as shown in Table [2](#men12748-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

###### 

Layout of X‐chromosomal genotype counts for males (vector) and females (lower triangular matrix)
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Finally, for autosomal procedures that take gender into account, we let *n* ~*fij*~ be the observed number of female *a* ~*i*~ *a* ~*j*~ genotypes, with $\sum_{i = 1}^{k}n_{\mathit{fii}}$ being the total female homozygote count and $\sum_{i > j}n_{\mathit{fij}}$ the total female heterozygote count. The number of females *n* ~*f*~ is then given by $n_{f} = \sum_{i \geq j}^{k}n_{\mathit{fij}}$. The obvious analogous quantities for males are *n* ~*mij*~ and *n* ~*m*~. The total number of alleles is given by *n* ~*t*~ = 2(*n* ~*m*~ + *n* ~*f*~), and the data are now represented by two triangular matrices as shown in Table [3](#men12748-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

###### 

Twofold triangular matrix layout of autosomal genotype counts accounting for gender, with male and female genotype counts
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2.1. Classical autosomal exact inference {#men12748-sec-0003}
----------------------------------------

Exact inference for autosomal variants with multiple alleles is based on the conditional distribution of the genotype counts, considering all observed allele counts as given. This distribution was derived by Levene ([1949](#men12748-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) and is given by $$P\,{({N_{\mathit{ij}} = n_{\mathit{ij}}|n_{1},\ldots,n_{k}})} = \frac{n!2^{h}\prod_{i = 1}^{k}n_{i}!}{{(2n)}!\prod_{i \geq j}n_{\mathit{ij}}!},$$where $h = \sum_{i > j}n_{\mathit{ij}}$ is the total heterozygote frequency. We rederive Levene\'s density, but taking gender into account, for the X chromosome in Section [5](#men12748-sec-0010){ref-type="sec"}, and for the autosomes in Section [6](#men12748-sec-0011){ref-type="sec"}.

2.2. X‐chromosomal exact inference with gender {#men12748-sec-0004}
----------------------------------------------

We condition on the numbers of males (*n* ~*m*~) and females (*n* ~*f*~). Under the hypothesis of Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium in females and equality of allele frequencies in the sexes, the distribution of the genotype counts is given by $$P\,{({N_{\mathit{fij}} = n_{\mathit{fij}} \cap N_{\mathit{mi}} = n_{\mathit{mi}}})} = \frac{n_{m}!n_{f}!2^{h}\prod_{i = 1}^{k}p_{i}^{n_{i}}}{\prod_{i = 1}^{k}n_{\mathit{mi}}!\prod_{i \geq j}n_{\mathit{fij}}!},$$where $h = \sum_{i > j}n_{\mathit{fij}}$ is the total female heterozygote count, and *p* ~*i*~ the relative frequency of the *i*th allele. Under HWP and EAF, the allele counts *N* ~*i*~ follow a multinomial distribution given by $$P\,{({N_{i} = n_{i}})} = \frac{n_{t}!}{\prod_{i = 1}^{k}n_{i}!}\prod\limits_{i = 1}^{k}p_{i}^{n_{i}}.$$

The conditional distribution of the genotype counts given the allele counts is obtained by dividing Equation [(2)](#men12748-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"} by [(3)](#men12748-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and is given by: $$P\,{({N_{\mathit{fij}} = n_{\mathit{fij}} \cap N_{\mathit{mi}} = n_{\mathit{mi}}|n_{1},\ldots,n_{k}})} = \frac{n_{m}!n_{f}!2^{h}\prod_{i = 1}^{k}n_{i}!}{n_{t}!\prod_{i = 1}^{k}n_{\mathit{mi}}!\prod_{i \geq j}n_{\mathit{fij}}!}.$$

We note that if the male allele and genotype counts are set to zero, then [(4)](#men12748-disp-0004){ref-type="disp-formula"} reduces to Levene\'s density [(1)](#men12748-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}, but applied to the females only. We also note that if counts involving alleles beyond the second one (*i*, *j* \> 2) are set to zero, the Graffelman--Weir density ([2016](#men12748-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}) for the bi‐allelic case is obtained.

2.3. Autosomal exact inference with gender {#men12748-sec-0005}
------------------------------------------

We again condition on the number of males (*n* ~*m*~) and females (*n* ~*f*~). Under the hypothesis of Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium and equality of allele frequencies in the sexes, the distribution of the genotype counts is given by $$P\,{({N_{\mathit{fij}} = n_{\mathit{fij}} \cap N_{\mathit{mij}} = n_{\mathit{mij}}})} = \frac{n_{m}!n_{f}!2^{h}\prod_{i = 1}^{k}p_{i}^{n_{i}}}{\prod_{i \geq j}n_{\mathit{mij}}!\prod_{i \geq j}n_{\mathit{fij}}!}.$$where *h* is total number of heterozygotes $h = \sum_{i > j}\left( {n_{\mathit{mij}} + n_{\mathit{fij}}} \right)$. The distribution of the allele counts is again given by the multinomial distribution. Dividing [(5)](#men12748-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} by [(3)](#men12748-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"} we obtain the conditional density$$\begin{array}{r}
{P\,{({N_{\mathit{fij}} = n_{\mathit{fij}}\bigcap N_{\mathit{mij}} = n_{\mathit{mij}}|n_{1},\ldots,n_{k}})} = \frac{n_{m}!n_{f}!2^{h}\prod_{i = 1}^{k}n_{i}!}{n_{t}!\prod_{{i \geq j}^{n_{\mathit{mij}}}!\prod_{i \geq j}n_{\mathit{fij}}!}},} \\
\end{array}$$which can be used for exact inference for HWP while accounting for gender. In the remainder, we will generally refer to the exact tests based on Equations [(4)](#men12748-disp-0004){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(6)](#men12748-disp-0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which have a composite null hypothesis, HWP *and* EAF, as omnibus exact tests.

3. ARTIFICIAL DATA EXAMPLE {#men12748-sec-0006}
==========================

In this Section, we discuss an artificial data example to illustrate the calculations of an X‐chromosomal multi‐allelic exact test that takes sex into account. To calculate the *p*‐value of the test, we use an algorithm that enumerates all possible outcomes. For this purpose, we extend the algorithm described by Louis and Dempster ([1987](#men12748-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). The algorithm has input parameters *n* ~*A*~, *n* ~*B*~, *n* ~*C*~, *n* ~*m*~ and *n* ~*f*~, and assumes *n* ~*A*~ ≤ *n* ~*B*~ ≤ *n* ~*C*~, and it proceeds by first assigning the maximum possible amount of minor A alleles to males, and then assigns the remaining alleles to the females. All possible outcomes for the female genotype counts are generated by the Louis--Dempster algorithm. We note that the overall minor allele does not necessarily coincide with the minor allele in females. For this reason, alleles allocated to females are first sorted and later relabelled to ensure consistency with the original labelling of the alleles. The algorithm is readily extended for additional alleles. Each additional allele implies two extra for loops, one for the male genotypes and another one for the female genotypes. Table [4](#men12748-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"} shows all possible outcomes for an observed sample with genotype counts (*A *=* *2, *B *=* *2, *C *=* *2, *AA *=* *0, *AB *=* *1, *AC *=* *0, *BB *=* *0, *BC *=* *2, *CC *=* *1), consisting of 10 individuals (six males and four females) with allele counts *A *=* *3, *B *=* *5 and *C *=* *6. The samples are ordered as they are produced by the algorithm. Table [4](#men12748-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"} shows how initially all three minor A alleles are first assigned to A males, leaving 6 -- 3 = 3 second minor B alleles for B males and 0 C alleles for C males. This leaves 0 A, 2 B and 6 C alleles to be assigned to females. All outcomes for females with these allele counts are generated by the Louis--Dempster algorithm. Next, the number of minor B alleles in males is decreased by one, and the number of C males increased by 1. This continues till all possible male genotype counts are exhausted. For each possible set of male genotype counts, the remaining alleles are assigned to females, in all possible ways, so creating repeated entries of the male genotype counts in the table. Note that even for a small sample of 10 individuals, 75 outcomes are possible. If sex would have been ignored, then there would be only 1 A, 3 B and 4 C to be assigned to females, and only four outcomes are possible.

###### 

Table of all possible outcomes and probabilities of a sample consisting of 10 individuals (six males and four females) with total allele counts *A *=* *3, *B *=* *5 and *C *=* *6. Sample Nr. 15 (in bold) corresponds to the observed sample

  Nr.      Males   Females   Prob.                                                   
  -------- ------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------------
  1        3       3         0       0       0       0       0       2       2       0.0029
  2        3       3         0       0       0       0       1       0       3       0.0005
  3        3       2         1       0       0       0       0       3       1       0.0114
  4        3       2         1       0       0       0       1       1       2       0.0086
  5        3       1         2       0       0       0       0       4       0       0.0057
  6        3       1         2       0       0       0       1       2       1       0.0171
  7        3       1         2       0       0       0       2       0       2       0.0021
  8        3       0         3       0       0       0       1       3       0       0.0038
  9        3       0         3       0       0       0       2       1       1       0.0029
  10       2       4         0       0       1       0       0       0       3       0.0007
  11       2       4         0       0       0       1       0       1       2       0.0043
  12       2       3         1       0       1       0       0       1       2       0.0171
  13       2       3         1       0       0       1       0       2       1       0.0343
  14       2       3         1       0       0       1       1       0       2       0.0086
  **15**   **2**   **2**     **2**   **0**   **1**   **0**   **0**   **2**   **1**   **0.0514**
  16       2       2         2       0       1       0       1       0       2       0.0128
  17       2       2         2       0       0       1       0       3       0       0.0343
  18       2       2         2       0       0       1       1       1       1       0.0514
  19       2       1         3       0       0       1       1       2       0       0.0343
  20       2       1         3       0       0       1       2       0       1       0.0086
  21       2       1         3       0       1       0       0       3       0       0.0228
  22       2       1         3       0       1       0       1       1       1       0.0343
  23       2       0         4       0       0       1       2       1       0       0.0043
  24       2       0         4       0       1       0       1       2       0       0.0086
  25       2       0         4       0       1       0       2       0       1       0.0021
  26       1       5         0       0       0       2       0       0       2       0.0009
  27       1       5         0       1       0       0       0       0       3       0.0001
  28       1       4         1       0       1       1       0       0       2       0.0086
  29       1       4         1       0       0       2       0       1       1       0.0171
  30       1       4         1       1       0       0       0       1       2       0.0043
  31       1       3         2       0       2       0       0       0       2       0.0086
  32       1       3         2       0       1       1       0       1       1       0.0685
  33       1       3         2       0       0       2       0       2       0       0.0343
  34       1       3         2       0       0       2       1       0       1       0.0171
  35       1       3         2       1       0       0       0       2       1       0.0171
  36       1       3         2       1       0       0       1       0       2       0.0043
  37       1       2         3       0       2       0       0       1       1       0.0343
  38       1       2         3       0       1       1       0       2       0       0.0685
  39       1       2         3       0       1       1       1       0       1       0.0343
  40       1       2         3       0       0       2       1       1       0       0.0343
  41       1       2         3       1       0       0       0       3       0       0.0114
  42       1       2         3       1       0       0       1       1       1       0.0171
  43       1       1         4       0       0       2       2       0       0       0.0043
  44       1       1         4       0       1       1       1       1       0       0.0343
  45       1       1         4       0       2       0       0       2       0       0.0171
  46       1       1         4       0       2       0       1       0       1       0.0086
  47       1       1         4       1       0       0       1       2       0       0.0086
  48       1       1         4       1       0       0       2       0       1       0.0021
  49       1       0         5       0       1       1       2       0       0       0.0017
  50       1       0         5       0       2       0       1       1       0       0.0034
  51       1       0         5       1       0       0       2       1       0       0.0009
  52       0       5         1       0       0       3       0       0       1       0.0011
  53       0       5         1       1       0       1       0       0       2       0.0009
  54       0       4         2       0       1       2       0       0       1       0.0086
  55       0       4         2       1       1       0       0       0       2       0.0021
  56       0       4         2       0       0       3       0       1       0       0.0057
  57       0       4         2       1       0       1       0       1       1       0.0086
  58       0       3         3       0       2       1       0       0       1       0.0114
  59       0       3         3       0       1       2       0       1       0       0.0228
  60       0       3         3       1       1       0       0       1       1       0.0114
  61       0       3         3       1       0       1       0       2       0       0.0114
  62       0       3         3       0       0       3       1       0       0       0.0038
  63       0       3         3       1       0       1       1       0       1       0.0057
  64       0       2         4       0       1       2       1       0       0       0.0086
  65       0       2         4       0       2       1       0       1       0       0.0171
  66       0       2         4       1       0       1       1       1       0       0.0086
  67       0       2         4       1       1       0       0       2       0       0.0086
  68       0       2         4       0       3       0       0       0       1       0.0029
  69       0       2         4       1       1       0       1       0       1       0.0043
  70       0       1         5       0       2       1       1       0       0       0.0034
  71       0       1         5       1       0       1       2       0       0       0.0009
  72       0       1         5       0       3       0       0       1       0       0.0023
  73       0       1         5       1       1       0       1       1       0       0.0034
  74       0       0         6       0       3       0       1       0       0       0.0002
  75       0       0         6       1       1       0       2       0       0       0.0001
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A similar enumeration algorithm can be used for an autosomal exact test that accounts for gender. In the tri‐allelic case, one can first generate all possible outcomes for the male A, B and C allele counts, given the observed number of A, B and C alleles, and the observed number of males. All possible male genotype counts are then obtained by applying the Louis--Dempster algorithm to each set of male (A,B,C) counts. A table of all possible female allele counts is obtained by subtracting the male table from the total observed allele counts. All possible female genotype counts are obtained by applying the Louis--Dempster algorithm to the female allele counts. Finally, the table of all possible genotype outcomes for the 12 genotypes can be formed by taking the Cartesian product of the male and female genotype table.

As the example shows, many tied outcomes that have the same probability arise. The observed sample (row 15) has probability 0.05138. The sum of the probabilities of all samples equally or less likely gives the *p*‐value of the test: .86299. Graffelman and Moreno ([2013](#men12748-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) have advocated the mid‐*p*‐value (half the probability of the observed data plus the sum of the probabilities of all extremer samples) which for this example is .83731, and HWP cannot be rejected for this example. If, as has been the standard practice, HWP are tested by an exact test of the females only, then the test is not significant either (*p* = 1.00000). We note that sample 18 is a tied outcome whose probability is included in the sum that makes up the *p*‐value.

4. EMPIRICAL DATA EXAMPLES {#men12748-sec-0007}
==========================

We use data from the Japanese (JPT) sample of the 1,000 Genomes project to illustrate our results. This sample consists of 56 males and 48 females. Data stored in variant call format (VCF) was downloaded from the 1,000 Genomes project (<http://www.internationalgenome.org>). Statistical analysis was carried out in the R environment (R Core Team, [2014](#men12748-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). VCF files were processed in R with the [vcfr]{.smallcaps} package (Knaus & Grünwald, [2017](#men12748-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). We analyse multi‐allelic X‐chromosomal variants in Section [ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS](#men12748-sec-0012){ref-type="ack"} and autosomal variants from chromosome 7 in Section [CONFLICT OF INTEREST](#men12748-sec-0013){ref-type="sec"}.

4.1. X‐chromosomal variants {#men12748-sec-0008}
---------------------------

We extracted multi‐allelic variants of the X chromosome of the JPT sample. Multi‐allelic variants on X are rare. Of all 3.5 M variants, 87.57% were monomorphic, 12.32% were bi‐allelic, 0.10% were tri‐allelic, and 0.01% had four or more alleles. We consider some examples of tri‐allelic X‐chromosomal variants. Table [5](#men12748-tbl-0005){ref-type="table-wrap"} shows genotype counts and *p*‐values of statistical tests for five tri‐allelic variants. These variants are registered as indels with at least two alternate alleles.

###### 

Identifier, position (in bp), genotype counts and exact *p*‐values for five tri‐allelic X‐chromosomal variants

  Variant       Position   Genotype counts                                   
  ------------- ---------- ----------------- ---- ---- --- --- ---- --- ---- ----
  NA            18892613   0                 0    56   0   0   2    0   14   32
  NA            44317003   2                 2    52   0   0   0    0   0    48
  rs111463470   3107933    1                 21   34   0   1   0    8   24   15
  rs79878783    67482671   0                 15   41   0   0   1    3   41   3
  rs373113553   83676643   15                17   24   4   2   13   6   19   4

  Variant       Position   Exact *p*‐values                     
  ------------- ---------- ------------------ -------- -------- --------
  NA            18892613   0.0026             0.0029   0.6923   0.0008
  NA            44317003   0.0422             0.0418   1.0000   0.0172
  rs111463470   3107933    0.8309             0.8327   0.6443   0.7623
  rs79878783    67482671   0.0000             0.0000   0.0000   0.0079
  rs373113553   83676643   0.0310             0.0304   0.0072   0.8880

HWP & EAF, omnibus exact test for HWP and EAF jointly; Perm., approximation of the omnibus *p*‐value by a permutation procedure with 20,000 draws; HWP (F), exact test for HWP in females only; EAF, Fisher exact test for equality of allele frequencies in males and females.
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We tested these variants for HWP using a multi‐allelic exact test on the females only (HWP \[F\]), and by the multi‐allelic exact procedure developed in this study, using both males and females. The joint exact test (HWP & EAF) was also carried out by avoiding the complete enumeration and using 20,000 permutations to estimate the exact *p*‐value. The obtained permutation test *p*‐values are seen to be close to the exact *p*‐values. We also tested equality of the three allele frequencies (EAF) in the sexes using a Fisher exact test on the 2 × 3 cross‐table of sex by allele counts.

Variant at position 18892613 (without identifier) is monomorphic in males, but it has all three alleles in females, as both major allele involving heterozygotes AC and BC females are found. An exact test using females only does not reject HWP. The joint exact test does reject the joint null of HWP & EAF. EAF is also rejected marginally by Fisher\'s exact test. This variant has an unexpected pattern of genotype counts that goes undetected if HWP are tested in females alone.

Similarly, a variant at position 44317003 (without identifier) is monomorphic in females, but all three alleles are observed in males. An exact test for HWP in females has *p*‐value 1, but the joint test rejects the joint null of HWP & EAF. A Fisher exact test for EAF is significant. Again, the variant has an unexpected pattern of genotype counts that goes undetected if HWP are tested in females alone.

Variant rs111463470 has low minor (A) allele frequency in both males and females, B allele frequencies are intermediate and C allele frequencies are the largest in both sexes. All exact tests (HWP & EAF, HWP \[F\], EAF) are clearly nonsignificant. This variant represents a pattern of genotype counts that is common in the data.

Variant rs79878783 is significant in all exact tests. The pattern of the variant is unexpected in the sense that the B allele is more frequent in females than in males and that there is an excess of BC heterozygotes. For this case, the male allele frequencies suggest that part of the female BC heterozygotes may in fact be CC homozygotes.

Variant rs373113553 is highly polymorphic. There is no significant difference in allele frequencies between the sexes. Disequilibrium is due to a lack of AB heterozygotes.

We proceed to analyse all 2,979 tri‐allelic X‐chromosomal variants found and represent them using four plots represented in Figure [1](#men12748-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}.

![Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium tests for 2,979 tri‐allelic X‐chromosomal variants. (a): *p*‐values of the omnibus exact test (HWP & EAF) vs. variant position. The solid horizontal line corresponds to α = 0.05, and the dotted horizontal line corresponds to the Bonferroni‐corrected threshold. Variants colour‐coded according to having excess of heterozygotes (red) or lack of heterozygotes (green) with respect to HWP. (b) QQ‐plot of the omnibus exact *p*‐values. (c) Observed vs. expected heterozygosity. (d) Omnibus exact *p*‐values vs. exact *p*‐values obtained in a test using the females only. Horizontal and vertical lines correspond to α = 0.05. Panels b, c and d show variants colour‐coded according to the *p*‐value of an exact test for EAF](MEN-18-461-g001){#men12748-fig-0001}

Figure [1](#men12748-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a shows that the tri‐allelics are scattered along the whole X chromosome and that the most significant variants typically have an excess of heterozygotes. Figure [1](#men12748-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b shows a QQ‐plot of the omnibus exact *p*‐values in the logarithmic scale. There is deviation from the uniform distribution in the lower tail of the *p*‐value distribution, and the corresponding variants typically have significantly different allele frequencies in the sexes. Figure [1](#men12748-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c shows the observed against the expected heterozygosity. The maximum possible expected heterozygosity is 2/3 for a tri‐allelic variant. Observed heterozygosity is often larger than the expected heterozygosity. 65% of the variants are above the line *y* = *x*, showing that the tri‐allelic variants are predominantly characterized by excess heterozygosity. Variants whose observed heterozygosity is much larger or much lower than their expected heterozygosity appear with significant colour in a test for equality of allele frequencies. The deviation from HWP in females is related to the difference in allele frequency between the sexes. Figure [1](#men12748-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d shows a plot of omnibus exact *p*‐values against exact *p*‐values obtained using females only. The omnibus test detects many variants as significant that are nonsignificant in a females‐only test, due to differences in allele frequencies in the sexes. Likewise, variants with very similar allele frequencies in the sexes can appear significant in a females‐only test, and nonsignificant in the omnibus. For about 4% of the variants, the test result is inverted (from significant to nonsignificant or vice verse with α = 0.05). Figure [1](#men12748-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d is similar to what has been observed for bi‐allelic X‐chromosomal variants (Graffelman & Weir, [2016](#men12748-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, Figure 6).

We finish the analysis of the multi‐allelic variants on the X chromosome with a few examples involving more than three alleles. The genotype counts of a four, five, six and seven allelic indel on chromosome X are shown in Table [6](#men12748-tbl-0006){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

###### 

Male and female genotype counts of a four, five, six and seven allelic indel on chromosome X

![](MEN-18-461-g007){#nlm-graphic-9}
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The results of several statistical tests with these multi‐allelic indels are shown in Table [7](#men12748-tbl-0007){ref-type="table-wrap"}. Variant rs67657605 is a four‐allelic variant, with alternate allele *a* ~4~ being the most common in both males and females. Reference allele *a* ~1~ is second most common in both sexes. Other alternate alleles are rare. The probability of the observed sample is 0.012, and the *p*‐value of the omnibus exact test, estimated by permutation, is .3101, indicating the HWP and EAF can not be rejected. Consistently, neither an exact test for HWP using females only nor a Fisher exact test for equality of allele frequencies reject the null hypothesis. The variant is in fact close to being bi‐allelic with only two rare alternate alleles. If the two rare alleles are ignored, and the variant is tested as bi‐allelic, similar conclusions are obtained (HWP & EAF *p*‐value = .4862; HWP (F) *p*‐value = 1.000; EAF *p*‐value = .3028).

###### 

*p*‐values of statistical tests for multi‐allelic indels on chromosome X

      Variant      \# alleles   HWP & EAF   HWP (F)   EAF
  --- ------------ ------------ ----------- --------- --------
  1   rs67657605   4            0.3101      0.6553    0.4578
  2   NA           5            0.0001      0.0002    0.0253
  3   rs60184331   6            0.2254      0.1714    0.2386
  4   rs59130472   7            0.1070      0.0497    0.5045

HWP & EAF, joint exact test for Hardy--Weinberg proportions and equality of allele frequencies (obtained by permutation); HWP (F), exact test for Hardy--Weinberg proportions in females only; EAF, Fisher Exact test for equality of allele frequencies in the sexes.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

The five‐allelic variant (which has no rs identifier) is significant for all three tests, indicating both differences in allele frequencies and deviation from Hardy--Weinberg proportions. Its reference allele *a* ~1~ is the most common allele in males, whereas the main alternate allele *a* ~2~ is twice as frequent in females. The variant has a very high observed heterozygosity (*H* ~*o*~ = 0.896), whereas its expected heterozygosity, *H* ~*e*~, is 0.647. The results suggest that the variant has some kind of genotyping problem. If the single rare *a* ~4~ allele is eliminated from the sample, similar conclusions are reached (HWP & EAF *p*‐value = .0003; HWP *p*‐value = .0003; EAF *p*‐value = .0197).

The six allelic variant rs60184331 is nonsignificant in all tests. This variant has three rare alleles (*a* ~3~, *a* ~5~ and *a* ~6~). If these are ignored, a tri‐allelic variant remains, for which equality of allele frequencies holds, but evidence for deviation from HWP in females is found (HWP & EAF *p*‐value = .1110; HWP (F) *p*‐value = .0455; EAF *p*‐value = .6102).

Variant rs59130472 with seven alleles shows evidence for deviation from HWP in females. This variant has four rare alleles that mostly occur in only one of the sexes (*a* ~2~, *a* ~3~, *a* ~4~, *a* ~6~ and *a* ~7~). If these are ignored, the variant is converted into a bi‐allelic one, for which no significant deviations are found (HWP & EAF *p*‐value = .1434; HWP (F) *p*‐value = .1180; EAF *p*‐value = .3908).

The distributions of the probabilities of the permuted samples of the four studied multi‐allelic variants are shown in Figure [2](#men12748-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. Because many outcomes have a small probability, this distribution is more conveniently displayed in a logarithmic scale. The *p*‐values of the permutation test for the joint HWP & EAF test correspond to areas in the right tail of this distribution, where the probability of the observed sample is indicated by a vertical line. These distributions give a graphical appraisal of how extreme the observed sample is under the joint assumption of HWP and EAF and clearly illustrate the significance of the five‐allelic indel.

![Distribution of the probability of permuted samples in an omnibus exact test for HWP and EAF with multi‐allelic variants on the X chromosome \[Colour figure can be viewed at <http://wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MEN-18-461-g002){#men12748-fig-0002}

4.2. Autosomal variants {#men12748-sec-0009}
-----------------------

We extracted multi‐allelic variants of chromosome 7 of the JPT sample of the 1,000 genomes project to illustrate the autosomal tests developed in Section [6](#men12748-sec-0011){ref-type="sec"}. We used chromosome 7 because its size is similar to that of the X chromosome considered in the previous section. Multi‐allelic variants on chromosome 7 are also rare. Of all 4.7 M variants, 84.81% were monomorphic, 15.12% were bi‐allelic, 0.06% were tri‐allelic and 0.004% had four or more alleles. Chromosome 7 has a larger percentage of bi‐allelic variants than chromosome X. We consider a few examples of tri‐allelic variants. Table [8](#men12748-tbl-0008){ref-type="table-wrap"} shows genotype counts and *p*‐values of exact tests for six tri‐allelic variants. These variants are registered as indels or SNVs that have at least two alternate alleles. The *p*‐value of the omnibus exact test was in all cases estimated by a permutation procedure with 20,000 draws, to avoid the computational burden of the complete enumeration algorithm for autosomal variants. This gives an estimate of the *p*‐value that is within .01 units of its true value with 99% confidence (Guo & Thompson, [1992](#men12748-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Standard HWP exact tests for all individuals and for males and females separately were carried out with a complete enumeration algorithm in the tri‐allelic case (Louis & Dempster, [1987](#men12748-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}), and with a network algorithm for variants with more than three alleles (Engels, [2009](#men12748-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}).

###### 

Variant, position (in bp), genotype counts and exact *p*‐values for six tri‐allelic variants on chromosome 7

  Variant       Position    Males   Females                                            
  ------------- ----------- ------- --------- ---- ---- --- --- ---- ---- ---- --- --- ---
  rs36186766    1048677     12      19        13   7    5   0   8    12   13   8   7   0
  rs111437421   5092372     38      14        0    2    2   0   32   15   1    0   0   0
  rs217419      44563555    56      0         0    0    0   0   42   4    2    0   0   0
  rs59542926    101495109   16      39        1    0    0   0   23   22   0    3   0   0
  rs35141756    123671547   29      19        7    1    0   0   41   5    0    2   0   0
  rs3863236     154655116   15      17        3    21   0   0   12   24   0    9   3   0

  Variant       Position    HWP & EAF   HWP (M+F)   HWP (F)   HWP (M)   EAF
  ------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- --------- --------- --------
  rs36186766    1048677     0.2925      0.0337      0.1584    0.4039    0.5200
  rs111437421   5092372     0.1359      0.1532      0.6450    0.0368    0.8837
  rs217419      44563555    0.0787      1.0000      1.0000    1.0000    0.0089
  rs59542926    101495109   0.0002      0.0004      0.7260    0.0000    0.4135
  rs35141756    123671547   0.0032      0.6279      0.0397    0.4599    0.0030
  rs3863236     154655116   0.0237      0.3149      0.2352    0.0055    0.7225

HWP & EAF, omnibus exact test for HWP and EAF jointly; HWP (M+F), standard exact test with all individuals; HWP (F), standard exact test for HWP in females; HWP (M) standard exact test for HWP in males; EAF, Fisher exact test for equality of allele frequencies in males and females.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Variant rs36186766 is not significant in the joint HWP & EAF test, as assessed by its permutation *p*‐value. This variant is significant in a standard exact test for HWP, but not when males and females are tested separately. This variant has an excess of heterozygotes, both in males and females, and this becomes significant when their genotype counts are summed. This apparently goes unnoticed in the omnibus test, as the latter considers the allele frequencies too.

Variant rs111437421 is significant only in a HWP test for males only. This goes unnoticed if the standard exact test on all individuals is used, and it also goes unnoticed in the proposed omnibus test, although the latter has a smaller *p*‐value than the standard test.

Variant rs217419 is monomorphic in males and has low frequencies of the alternate alleles in females. A standard exact test shows neither evidence for HWD overall nor in males or in females. However, the allele frequencies in males and females do differ significantly, which is also reflected by a close to significant *p*‐value in the omnibus test.

Variant rs59542926 is highly significant in both the omnibus and the standard HWP test. The deviation can be ascribed to males, which have an excess of heterozygotes.

Variant rs35141756 is clearly nonsignificant in a standard exact test for HWP that does not consider gender. There are, however, significant differences in allele frequencies between males and females. Moreover, there is evidence that females deviate from HWP. The joint test (HWP & EAF) is significant in this case. This variant has a peculiar disequilibrium pattern and shows *attenuation of evidence* against HWP in the standard exact test. The variant has an excess of heterozygotes in males, but a lack of heterozygotes in females, which average out overall if the sexes are not distinguished.

Variant rs3863236 is significant in the omnibus test for HWP & EAF, but nonsignificant in a standard test for HWP. There is no evidence for differences of allele frequencies in the sexes, but males deviate significantly from HWP. In this case, the joint tests reveal this, as it assumes HWP in both sexes. This variant also shows signs of attenuation of evidence for the standard exact test for HWP. The standard *p*‐value of a test for HWP is larger than the *p*‐values of the separate tests in males and females, despite the fact that this test has more power due to a doubled sample size. In this case for males, there are fewer heterozygotes than expected, whereas for females there are more heterozygotes than expected.

We continue to study all 2,992 tri‐allelic variants on chromosome 7 simultaneously. Figure [3](#men12748-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows some graphics summarizing these variants. Figure [3](#men12748-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a shows that tri‐allelics do occur all along chromosome 7 and that disequilibrium mostly arises from an excess of heterozygotes. We note that due to the use of the permutation test, the *p*‐values are bounded above by −log~10~(1/20,000) = 4.3. For variants that had no permuted samples with smaller probabilities than the observed sample, the permutation *p*‐value was set to this limit. Some of the tri‐allelic variants apparently do have a *p*‐value smaller than the Bonferroni limit, but this would become visible only at a greatly increased computational cost. The limit on the number of permutations also explains the truncation observed in the QQ‐plot at 4.3 in Figure [3](#men12748-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b. Like the X‐chromosomal tri‐allelics previously studied in Section [ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS](#men12748-sec-0012){ref-type="ack"}, the observed heterozygosity is often larger than the expected heterozygosity, with 68% of the variants are above the line *y* = *x*, showing that the tri‐allelics on chromosome 7 are also characterized by a general excess of heterozygosity. Figure [3](#men12748-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c also shows that variants with extreme observed heterozygosities often have significant differences in allele frequencies between the sexes.

![Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium tests for 2992 tri‐allelic variants on chromosome 7. (a) *p*‐values of the omnibus exact test vs. variant position. The solid horizontal line corresponds to α = 0.05, and dotted horizontal line corresponds to the Bonferroni‐corrected threshold. Variants colour‐coded according to having excess of heterozygotes (red) or lack of heterozygotes (green) with respect to HWP. (b) QQ‐plot of the omnibus exact *p*‐values. (c) Observed vs. expected heterozygosity. (d) Omnibus exact *p*‐values vs. exact *p*‐values obtained in a test using the females only. Panels b, c and d have variants colour‐coded according to the *p*‐value of an exact test for EAF (significant to nonsignificant from red to green). Horizontal and vertical lines correspond to α = 0.05](MEN-18-461-g003){#men12748-fig-0003}

We finish the analysis of chromosome 7 with a few examples of variants that have more than three alleles. Genotype counts of four, five and six allelic variants are given, stratified by sex, in Table [9](#men12748-tbl-0009){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

###### 

Genotype counts for males (left) and females (right) of four, five and six allelic variants on chromosome 7

![](MEN-18-461-g008){#nlm-graphic-15}
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The different test results for these variants are given in Table [10](#men12748-tbl-0010){ref-type="table-wrap"}. The first variant in this table (without RS identifier) has four alleles. Almost all alleles occur in heterozygotes. Homozygotes for the reference allele (*a* ~1~) are missing. There is a very strong heterozygote excess, and consequently, all exact tests except the one for EAF are highly significant. The results suggest this variant has genotyping problems.

###### 

Test results for three multi‐allelic variants on chromosome 7 of the JPT sample

      Variant       \# alleles   HWP & EAF   HWP (M+F)   HWP (M)   HWP (F)   EAF
  --- ------------- ------------ ----------- ----------- --------- --------- --------
  1   NA            4            0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    0.0000    0.6964
  2   rs145685769   5            0.9483      0.7216      0.9285    0.9505    0.2968
  3   rs71774128    6            0.0035      0.0005      0.0571    0.0044    0.3520

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Variant rs145685769 is consistently nonsignificant in all exact tests applied, and therefore seems compatible with HW proportions and equality of allele frequencies in the sexes.

Variant rs71774128 is significant in all exact HWP tests. This variant has a heterozygosity that is larger than expected under HWP, both for males and females.

5. DISCUSSION {#men12748-sec-0010}
=============

In this study, we have developed exact test procedures for HWP that take gender into account, for variants with multiple alleles. We have illustrated these procedures with indels, although they are equally relevant for microsatellites which are widely used in molecular ecology.

In the case of X‐chromosomal variants, it seems compelling to use sex in the analysis. If, as has been common practice until recently, only the data from the females are used, then the number of X chromosomes in the sample will decrease by one‐third. Consequently, estimates of allele frequencies will be less precise, to the detriment of all the statistical analyses that follow. Moreover, as we have pointed out previously (Graffelman & Weir, [2016](#men12748-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}), null alleles can go undetected in heterozygote form in females, but show up in males. For the X chromosome, a test that accounts for sex, and tests HWP and EAF jointly, therefore seems an attractive option.

For the autosomes, taking gender into account seems a priori, not necessary, and the standard practice is to use the total genotype counts in tests for HWP. There is no loss of data by not considering sex in this case. However, as the examples in Section [CONFLICT OF INTEREST](#men12748-sec-0013){ref-type="sec"} show, unexpected genotype count patterns are sometimes detected if gender is considered. Such patterns may represent chance effects or may be the result of some genotyping problem. It therefore seems sensible to at least use tests for equality of allele frequencies in the sexes as part of the quality control process. We do not suggest replacing the standard autosomal exact test for HWP, widely used in quality control, by the proposed exact procedures that take sex into account. However, we do suggest that significant autosomal GWAS findings could be checked for unexpected patterns by the autosomal procedures proposed in this study.

For bi‐allelic variants, it is well known that the classical chi‐square test is problematic at low minor allele frequencies, due to low expected counts for the minor homozygote. For variants with multiple alleles, the asymptotic chi‐square test is even more problematic, because typically some of the alleles have low frequencies. Taking gender into account in tests for HWP with multiple alleles further aggravates the sparseness problem, making it even more difficult to apply chi‐square tests that rely on asymptotic results. Given a fixed total sample size, if one wishes to account for gender, this implies *k* extra categories in the X‐chromosomal case, whereas it doubles the number categories for the autosomal case, and inevitably more categories with lower counts appear. Exact procedures are therefore indicated in this setting.

Efficient algorithms for calculating HW exact test probabilities for the bi‐allelic case have been proposed by Wigginton, Cutler, and Abecasis ([2005](#men12748-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}) and Chang et al. ([2015](#men12748-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). The bi‐allelic exact procedure for testing HWP and EAF jointly at X‐chromosomal variants is computationally feasible for complete X chromosomes with Chang\'s algorithm implemented in both [plink]{.smallcaps} 2.0 and [r]{.smallcaps} package HardyWeinberg (Graffelman, [2015](#men12748-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). Accounting for gender for variants with multiple alleles augments the number of possible outcomes for the exact test and implies an increase of the computational burden with respect to the standard procedures that do not take gender into consideration. All computational improvements that have been proposed for multiple alleles such as Huber\'s et al. ([2006](#men12748-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}) faster generation of permutations, the Markov chain approach from Guo and Thompson ([1992](#men12748-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}) and the network algorithm of Engels ([2009](#men12748-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}) could be used to reduce the amount of computation involved, but are left unexplored here. Most of the variants of the 1,000 Genomes project are bi‐allelic, and for tri‐allelics, the enumeration algorithm was feasible for the studied sample size. The computational burden depends on the distribution of the allele counts. Often, alleles beyond the most frequent alternate allele are rare, and for these cases, not much extra computation is required. In the case of uniformly distributed allele counts (with close to maximal expected heterozygosity), the number of possible outcomes is much larger, and this increases the computational cost of the enumeration algorithm. With the current implementation in [r]{.smallcaps}, it took 17.4 hrs to analyse all 2,979 tri‐allelic X‐chromosomal variants by complete enumeration on our local Linux compute cluster, on compute nodes with Intel Xeon E5520 processors (2.27 GHz), and it took 97.8 hrs to analyse all 2,992 tri‐allelic autosomal variants on chromosome 7 by a permutation test with 20,000 draws. We expect that large computational gains can be achieved using the aforementioned computational improvements and by re‐programming the algorithms in the C++ computer language.

In the exact test with multiple alleles, tied outcomes (with the same probability) can easily arise (see the example in Table [4](#men12748-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Tied outcomes can provoke inexact *p*‐values, as on the computer such tied outcomes might have a slightly different probability due to rounding errors. Differences in exact *p*‐values across computer programs are likely to be due to ties. We recommend to plot the permutation distribution, in a logarithmic scale, against which the probability of the observed sample can be compared. The numerical problems with ties can be addressed using a higher precision, albeit at a higher computational cost (Maechler, [2016](#men12748-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}).

The analysis of tri‐allelic variants of the JPT data shows that deviation from HWP is often due to an excess of heterozygotes, both for the X chromosome and for chromosome 7. This has also been described for the far more common bi‐allelic variants (Graffelman, Jain, & Weir, [2017](#men12748-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}) and was postulated to be a consequence of polymorphism duplication. The analysis of the tri‐allelics also reveals that HWD often goes together with a difference in allele frequencies between the sexes.

Some of the autosomal examples in the study show that in a standard exact test for HWP, *attenuation of evidence for HWD* can occur if one sex has a deficiency of heterozygotes, whereas the other sex has an excess. Such opposing heterozygosities can average out, such that disequilibrium goes unnoticed when sex is not considered. The proposed omnibus test seems able to detect these cases.

6. SOFTWARE {#men12748-sec-0011}
===========

Some functions capable of testing HWE and EAF for multiple alleles while accounting for gender have been written for the statistical environment [r]{.smallcaps} (R Core Team, [2014](#men12748-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}) and have been included in version 1.5.9 of the [r]{.smallcaps} package HardyWeinberg (Graffelman, [2015](#men12748-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). In particular, function HWTriExact implements the full enumeration procedure for X‐chromosomal tri‐allelic variants, and function HWPerm.mult implements permutations tests for variants with multiple alleles.

Function EAFExact does a Fisher exat test for equality of allele frequencies in the sexes for variants with an arbitrary number of alleles. The genotype counts in Tables [5](#men12748-tbl-0005){ref-type="table-wrap"}, [6](#men12748-tbl-0006){ref-type="table-wrap"}, [8](#men12748-tbl-0008){ref-type="table-wrap"} and [9](#men12748-tbl-0009){ref-type="table-wrap"} are available as example data sets inside the Hardy--Weinberg package. A script reproducing the test results reported in Tables [5](#men12748-tbl-0005){ref-type="table-wrap"}, [7](#men12748-tbl-0007){ref-type="table-wrap"}, [8](#men12748-tbl-0008){ref-type="table-wrap"} and [10](#men12748-tbl-0010){ref-type="table-wrap"} is available on the Dryad Digital Repository: <https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.87c6j>.
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